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第一大題—填填看（60%） 

1. Chitchat can also increase your feeling of understanding, or (1)                    （同理心）, toward people 

you know but not well. 

2. They are able to do a team sport where they have (2)                    （個人的）goals and so it balances out. 

3. (3)                    （批評者）say that this kind of human-machine (4)                    （合作）
has its problem. 

4. The coach explains how swim team teaches the team members skills like (5)                    （紀律）and 

focus. 

5. There is also responsibility, (6)                    （目標設定）and working within a group. 

6. Young athletes can suffer serious injuries that follow them into (7)                    （成年）. 

7. Swimming also pusher her, she says, especially if she has been 

“(8)                                                     ,”（一成不變）as she describes it. 

8. Recently, reporters (9)                    （調查）injury rates at Amazon warehouses. 

9. Amazon, however, says that it is (10)                    （誤導的）to compare its rate with other companies. 

10. It sounds quiet lovely, but I rarely hear from a worker’s (11)                    （觀點）that that’s what it feels 

like. 

11. Amazon has more than 200,000 “drives,” or robotic (12)                    （交通工具）, that move goods 

through its warehouses around the U.S. 

12. As you know, a phrasal verb is a phrase with two or more words: a verb and a (13)                       （介
系詞）or adverb, or both. 

13. Installing (14)                    （能提高電腦等效能的軟體）can sometimes damage files. 

14. A team sport for adults could be a (15)                    （休閒的）team offered at work or by a community 

group. 

第二大題—連連看（40%） 

A.   executives B.   athletes C.   participants D.   morale E.   briefly 

F.    urban G.   influenced H.   ambitions I.    allows J.    advantage 

K.   nerve-racking L.  un-ergonomic M.   external N.   informal O.   random 

1. So, ask questions. Ask people about their families, their passions, their (1)      or even their fears. 

2. C-suite describes a corporation’s most senior (2)     . These positions usually begin with a “C” for “chief.” 

3. While all team sports can help a child, Coach Waas notes that swimming has one big (3)      over other sports. 

4. They say that keeping up with the pace of the new technology is hurting human workers’ health and (4)     . 

5. But she said Amazon’s system forces workers to do “(5)      moves” such as reaching up very high or down low. 

6. It is natural that the language of computers would also change and be (6)     . 

7. Researchers at the University of Chicago then asked some (7)      in a study to talk to people while commuting to 

work on a train. 

8. Many people find these small conversations about (8)      topics difficult. 

9. An article published in the magazine Fast Company notes reason why a company should consider employing former 

(9)     . 

10. Beth Gutelius studies (10)      economic development at the University of Illinois at Chicago 

 

 

第一大題—填題看 

1. empathy     2. Individual     3. Critics        4. Cooperation     5. discipline 

6. goal-setting  7. Adulthood     8. stuck in a rut   9. Investigated    10. misleading 

11. perspective  12. Vehicles     13. Preposition   14. Upgrades     15. recreational 

 

第二大題—連連看 

1. H   2. A   3. J   4. E   5. L    6. N   7. C   8. O   9. B   10. F 

 


